Cranston Street - Royal Mile
Sleeps 8
Price from £160
Check Availability & Book Property »
The property is very bright and contemporary with solid oak Swedish floors
throughout, huge windows and stunning views over The Royal Mile. This is the ideal
location for a Edinburgh Holiday Apartment in the heart of the Old Town... you can't
get better.

Property Features
2 Bathrooms
Travel Cot
Views of Royal Mile
Single Aero-Bed
Dining Area / Table
Digital Freeview Tv
Flat Screen TV
WiFi
Smoke Detectors
Central Heating
Bathroom
Lounge

Room Schedule
Local Area
3 Bedroom Edinburgh Holiday Apartment
This beautiful holiday apartment is entered via Cranston Street. The entire property is located on the corner of The Royal
Mile, giving the benefit of every room a different view either up or down the 'Mile.
This particular Edinburgh apartment has 3 large bedrooms, 2 doubles one of which has a delightful en-suite and a the
third is a twin bedroom.
The lounge is spacious enough to offer 2 single Divan Ultra Aerobeds if required to take the occupancy up to the
maximum of 8 adults.
Some of Edinburgh's historic landmarks and tourist attractions such as Edinburgh Castle are only a short stroll up The
Royal Mile from the apartment.
Free WiFi
Lounge
A stunning contemporary lounge with huge windows overlooking the famous Royal Mile. This Edinburgh Holiday
Apartment was fully refurbished in late 2004 and has been completely transformed to provide the prefect living space and
in turn the perfect place to stay when on holiday in Edinburgh.
The lounge area is very spacious and has a foldout oak dining table to accommodate 6 adults. The stylish leather sofas,
small balcony and plasma tv make this room a true delight.
With views both up and down The Royal Mile.
Master Bedroom
The master suite in this apartment has large windows looking down Edinburgh's famous Royal Mile, a king size double
bed, double glass wardrobes and a fully stone tiled en-suite bathroom with power shower.
Double Bedroom
Our double room has a queensize bed, double wardrobe and views directly onto The Royal Mile.
Twin Bedroom
The third bedroom also overlooks The Royal Mile from jeffrey street side, this bedroom has 2 fullsize single beds.
Bathroom
This apartment has two delightful bathrooms the main bathroom is a family size facility with a full size bath, power shower,
heated towel rail and shaver point.
The second bathroom is an en-suite behind a smoked glass door in the master bedroom.
Both bathrooms are tastefully decorated in oversize stone tiles, and fitted with white suites.
Kitchen
Although when staying on Edinburgh's Royal Mile in one of our Edinburgh Holiday Apartments the vast selection of fine

dinning, traditional and contemporary restaurants are literally on your doorstep, we have insured that our kitchen is fully
equipped for your convenience.
Equipment. Electric hob, Electric oven, Microwave, Dishwasher, Kettle, Toaster, Fridge and washing machine (drying
rack).
How To Book
To book this apartment simply click the 'Book Now' button to view our online calendar and book your required dates
online.
Group Bookings
If you have a large group looking to book our Edinburgh Holiday Apartments you may wish to book this apartment along
with another great place just across the road called the John Knox Apartment this will allow you to have a group of 12 or
14 Adults located on The Royal Mile
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